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BRIEF INTRODUCTION We provide the complete range of soot blowing system, which 
includes soot blowers, steam piping system and control systems.
Our soot blowers are used in many applications such as industrial 
boilers, coal fired boilers, biomass boilers, waste heat boilers, 
black liquor boilers, waste incinerator boilers, etc. With the most 
updated CAD software and design capability, we are able to 
design and supply soot blowers for many applications.  

Our aim is to be customer focus. Using good quality control and 
management practices, we strive to produce the highest 
standard possible in our products and services.  For the after 
service market, we aspire to have short delivery times and 
regularly keep stock of key parts to support our customers 
worldwide.Our machine shop has the capability to turn-around 
small components at short lead times.  

Solutions for your Soot Blower Needs.
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SERVICES

Overhaul of Soot Blowers

Refurbishment of Popet Valves

Inspection & Technical Services

PARTS  Lance Tubes  Nozzles  Poppet Valves  ETC Carriages
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TENERGY manufacturers sootblowers in China. Our Factory 
holds modern machining centers, advanced product 
assembly lines and professional engineering technology 
department with CAD design room.



VS-C25/C45EL half rotating sootblower is derived from common 

VS-C25, VS-C45 long rotating sootblower. It is totally the same with the 

common long rotating sootblower except adding the panel, the other 

parts, control mode and operating principle are all the same. Only yhe 

tube is longer. Common long rotating only has the nozzle on the top, 

when it doesn’t work, the tube are outside of curve. One part of the 

tube for the half rotating sootblower is in the curve. There are couples 

of nozzles (1 or 2 pcs per group) on the top, and at the waist of the 

tube. During the rotating, different parts of nozzles will clean different 

zones separately, the clean zones will be twice or more than travel.

VS-C25/C45EL Half Rotating Sootblower

VS-C25/C45 long retractable sootblower is principally used for 
removing slag and ash deposits from superheater tube. 
The speciality is below:

VS-C25/C45 Long Retractable Sootblower
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VS-DC Furnace Sootblower is a short travel retracting type unit used 
principaly for cleaning furnace water wall tubes. It may also be used as 
an ash or slag removal blower for division wall tubes and generating 
tube banks when gas temperatures prohibit the use of multi-nozzled, 
rotating, fixed-element blowers, or where the available tube spacing 
does not permit using long travel retracting-type blowers. 
The speciality is below:

VS-DC Furnace Sootblower
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